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Introduction
In this presentation on "Water Boards in the Netherlands" , I intend to tell you something
about the way Water Boards started in our country, something about their tasks, something
about their organisational framework and finally something about integrated water
management, which is being accomplished in the Water Boards.
Our country is an artificial one, because 25 percent of the area was reclaimed from the sea
and is below sea level . About 50 percent would be inundated in times of high floods, if we
had no dikes. That means that our country, and especially the western and north-western
parts, could be quite dangerous to live in if we would not protect it from high floods both
from the sea and from the large rivers entering our country, mainly the Rhine, the Meuse and
the Scheidt.
Therefore, it is not surprising that from very old times - from the eleventh and twelfth century
- Water Boards were formed , originally mainly to protect our country against floods. They
were formed when land was reclaimed from the sea. Farmers put a dike around a piece of
land and formed one of the oldest organisational governmental structures in our country.
Water Boards existed even before villages and cities were formed. It is a form of local
government, not a private institution. It is a governmental institution which has existed now
for about eight to nine hundred years.
It all started with flood control, protection against the sea and high floods of the rivers. Later
on, as the land started to sink and the sea level started to rise, it was also necessary to have
a drainage system to pump surplus rainfall and sometimes also to let water in, in dry
periods . So, later on, the task of water management was added to the task of flood control.
Water Boards are very old. The Water Board where I work started in the year 1273 and I am
the seventieth chairman in a row. During the centuries we have added land to our country
and in that process about two to three thousand Water Boards were formed. Around 1940
we had about three thousand Water Boards in the Netherlands. Some larger ones, but most
of them very small.
After the large flood of 1953 in the Province of Zealand, people started to realise that
perhaps many of these Water Boards were too small to have the capacity - also financially to upkeep and improve our dikes. As a result, smaller Water Boards were merged into larger
ones. Instead of the three thousand Water Boards in 1940, we now have about 70
altogether. I expect there will be about 50 by the year 2000.
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Tasks of Water Boards
Next, I wou.ld like to tell you something about the tasks which are entrusted to us.
We have three tasks. The first and oldest one is flood control. The second is water
management, especially quantitative water management. The third task is qualitative water
management.
·
Flood control. Since 1200 we have had about 20 large floods that inundated parts of our
country. After the disasterous flood of 1953, a very intensive program to strenghten our
dikes was launched. This program has been going on for almost half a century. It has been
completed for all the dikes which protect us from the sea and it has almost been completed
for the dikes which protect us from the high floods from rivers. Many of you will remember
the spring of 1995, when heavy floods were almost inundating the country, also here in
Wageningen. This event provided a strong incentive to complete our dike program for the
rivers around the year 2000 as well.

In the western part of our country we are now protected against a peak flood which occurs
once in every ten thousand years. In the inland areas - where you are staying now - the
return period varies between fifteen hundred years and three thousand years. In the western
part of our country we still have the problem of the sinking of the land and the rising of the
sea level, so that we may have to strengthen our dikes again in twenty or thirty years. The
frequency of high floods from the rivers seems to increase, so in due time we may have to
strengthen our river dikes as well.
Altogether about three thousand kilometres of dikes have been strenghtened. Of course,
these dikes have to be maintained every year.
The second task of the Water Boards involves water quantity control, which simply means
to avoid too much or too little water occurring in the areas where the Water Boards perform
their tasks . Especially in the western part of the Netherlands excess water has to be pumped
out. This is not only surplus rainfall, but also seepage water which comes up from the
subsoil , due to the fact that the water level in the sea or the river is higher than the
groundwater level in the polders. We have to pump out this water because otherwise it
would suffocate our water management systems. In some polders of the Water Board of
Schieland, one has to pump during four to five months a year - for four to five hours every
day, even if it doesn't rain - to prevent inundating the whole area within about two weeks
time.
In dry periods we sometimes have to let fresh water in, both in the lower lying parts and in
the upper parts of the Netherlands. Therefore, one has to provide for a water management
infrastructure which can be used for supplying water, or for removing it, according to the
needs. This infrastructure has to be maintained too, which is another task of the Water
Boards.
The third main task is water quality control. This task was entrusted to the water boards
from 1970 onwards. Water quality control involves in particular the purification of waste water
from cities and towns, and from industry. At the moment, about 95% of our households and
small industries are connected to the sewerage system. All of them are served by sewage
treatment plants operated by the Water Boards.
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The task of water quality control has given an enormous boost to the Water Boards. Sewage
treatment involves a lot of money, which required strengthening of the organisations. As a
result, the Water Boards were able to employ more people, with a higher level of education.

Organizational structure and financing
Besides the extension of the tasks of the Water Boards, another development took place in
the sphere of organizational structure and financing. It is an essential principle that the
people who benefit from the work performed by the Water Boards, are financing them, and
are represented in the Board. There are four groups of people who benefit in different ways
from the work of the Water Boards. Those are:
• the owners of agricultural land;
• the owners of buildings;
• the industry;
• the households.
In our Water Board of Schieland there is an important green house industry, which has
become the fifth group.
From these groups, representatives are elected every four years in the general assembly of
the Water Board. The representatives in the general assembly elect an executive board of
five to six persons. The chairman, however, is appointed by the Crown. The five groups pay
a fixed amount. of taxes to the Water Board, in such a way that 100% of the costs of the
organizations is borne by the various groups of beneficiaries.
The Water Boards also have an executive body for the performance of the various tasks,
including administrative and technical staff, which may vary from 20 persons for a small
Water Board to 400 for a large one.
To finance all operations there are two kind of taxes. One tax is for water pollution control.
This tax is levied from both industry and households on the basis of the amount of pollution
that has been discharged. The second tax is for flood . control and quantitative water
management. This tax is levied on the basis of, either the value of property, or the area of
land. The latter tax is especially important for farmers.

Interrelationships of tasks
In the past, one could find two or three different Water Boards active in the same spot: one
for water quality control, another for water quantity control, and sometimes still another one
for flood control. This is gradually disappearing, and nowadays in most places one only has
one -ali-in- Water Board that performs the tasks of pollution control, quantitative water
management and flood control. This is· a very favourable development because the three
tasks are very closely related, as shown by the following examples:
• The relationship between flood control and river management. Controlling the floods
by building dikes may narrow the river bed. In periods when the river carries much water,
the water level may rise so high that one would have to strengthen the dikes once more,
in order to offset this effect. We have become very much aware of this feature after the
floods of spring 1995. Therefore, nowadays much care is taken not to narrow the river
bed, when the dikes are strengthened, in order to avoid this particular effect.
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The relationship between river management and nature conservation . .from the
point of view of water quantity control it may be desirable to canalise meandering rivers,
or to strengthen their embankments to prevent erosion. On the other hand, such
interventions may destroy plants which are growing on the river banks. Therefore, one is
trying to design and operate the whole water management system in such a way that it
can serve its purpose, without disturbing nature too much.
The relation between ground water and surface water management. If one removes
water from the drainage system, one may lower the level of ground water, and if one lets
water in, the opposite effect will occur. Ground water control is, of course, one of the
main purposes of the drainage systems. Also urbanization could affect surface and
ground water management. The relationship between ground water and surface water
management is presently being studied intensively, with a view to the question whether it
is useful to extend the tasks of the Water Boards also to ground water control.
The relation between the dredging of canals and pollution control. Regular dredging
of canals is necessary .to maintain their capacity. Sludge may be contaminated by
polluted water. If sludge is contaminated, one can no longer simply deposit it on the
embankments as was the usual custom for centuries. Nowadays, one would have to
deposit the contaminated sludge elsewhere. Of course, this poses great difficulties in
terms of finding space and in terms of money.
The relation between drainage and water quality management. If necessary, one
may use the drainage system to flush out salts or other harmful substances.

Tools for integrated water management
During the last 10 - 20 years, one has come to the conclusion that the above-mentioned
management tasks are very closely related. To achieve integrated management, one needs
to have the proper instruments.
First of all, an appropriate organisational framework is required. Merging of single purpose
Water Boards for flood control, quantitative and qualitative water management, thus
integrating their tasks in one all-in Water Board is the answer.
A second instrument is the planning procedure, which has been developed during the last
ten years. At the national level, the Ministry of Transport and Public Works will regularly
publish a document which outlines the general policy for the next four years. This strategic
plan is elaborated at provincial level where it is more or less made operational, and where it
is integrated with plans in the field of physical planning and the environment.
Thirdly, at the level of the Water Boards one has to work out operational plans which indicate
how ·one intends to accomplish the assigned tasks in the coming four years.
This planning system is very useful for integrating the tasks assigned to the Water Boards,
but also for connecting these tasks with goals that will .be pursued in the field of physical
planning.
Finally, at the moment a discussion is going on .about integrating the financial instruments
which the Water Boards have at their disposal. These are the water pollution tax, and the
levies on land and other property. If this will be achieved, one may have only one or two
taxes from which all expenditure will have to be paid.
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de Graeff's responses to questions from the audience were summarized as follows:
Water Boards are set-up by the Provinces, on the basis of hydrological boundaries.
Water Boards are in principle financially autonomous.
In some parts of the country (Eastern and Southern parts) Water Boards are also
responsible for groundwater control.
Water Boards are not directly involved in domestic water supply.
Although strategic planning is the responsibility of the national government, Water
Boards are consulted in the planning process.
Due to the increased size and the water quality tasks, there is a gradual decrease of the
relative importance of agriculture in the objectives and activities of the Water Boards.
Cooperation between Water Boards is coordinated through legislation, planning and
mutual agreements.
Water Boards do not decide on standards for fines, etc. This is done by the national
government through legislation and policy documents.
Practices and principles of Water Boards may be applied in other countries, but need to
be adapted to suit local conditions.
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